Abstract
Introduction
Automobile logistics is a process that transferring the automobile parts, spare parts and whole vehicle from supply place to requirement place based on user's requirement with the lowest cost [1] . The logistics cost is one of the main costs for automobile cost. The data shows that the logistics cost accounts for 8% of sales count in Europe and the United States' automobile manufacturers, 5% in Japan, but 20% in China [2] . However, the automobile logistics is mainly taken by automobile manufacturer in China, which is a self-managed logistics combined supply, production and marketing. Therefore, how to provide a highly efficient, high quality and professional logistics service has been a core issue for the development of automobile industry in China.
Genetic Algorithm(GA) is global heuristic optimization algorithm based on the biological theory of evolution and the thought of genetic, which has been widely used to solve complex optimization problems [3] . Its main advantages are simple, general, robust and suitable for parallel processing. It is a solving model which is not related to a problem. The development of GA is very fast in recent years. It is widely used to combinatorial optimization, adaptive control, machine learning and many other areas. It is used to solve the best logistics path. And the operation process and result are analyzed. Experimental data shows that this algorithm is effective and it is a superior performance heuristic algorithm for solving the vehicle path problem.
Genetic algorithms in Automotive Logistics path optimization
The logistics network of automobile manufacturer, expects the whole vehicle distribution service to be a directed closure graph. With the constraint of accessory in every service station and the maximum load of distribution vehicle, the best path can be found based on the algorithm in computer graph theory [4] .
Vehicle optimum route is changing with change of the time and road situations, so ought to calculate out a optimum route in current moment before the vehicle entering every road. We will weigh up value by the time used by passing the road section, and then can calculate each edge by using the directed graph theory, namely the weight of each road section.
The objective function of optimal path problem
In directed graph G=(V,E), if the sequence （v 1 ,v 2 First analyze the connection of the average vehicle stream speed and the vehicle stream density. While the vehicle stream is very rare, speed of a vehicle ought to comparatively highly. With the vehicle stream stopping increasing by comparatively, speed of a vehicle shouldn't coming down fast. The speed of a vehicle comes down rapidly when the vehicle stream increases to certain degree; Speed of a vehicle cuts to the minimum , is equal to having happened blocking up the car when the vehicle stream continues increasing by, henceforth, the vehicle stream is unable to increase by again , the vehicle stream speed has no changes also. Therefore the relation between the vehicle stream speed and the density is similar to the form of tangent function. The average vehicle stream speed between vertex v i to v i+1 is as follows: 
Among them L i denote the distance between the ith crossing and the i+1th crossing.
Chromosome coding and function definition of fitness
Design of chromosome structure. It's natural ordinal number encoder and its length is k+n+1. Among them, k is the count of service stations that they need accessories, n is the count of vehicle that they take distribution task. For example, chromosome 01203450 refers to one road from service station of manufacturer back to departure point by service place 1 and service place 2 and another road back to service station by service place 3, 4, 5 orderly. The interior of the chromosome structure sub-path is orderly. Exchanging position in the interior of sub-path will lead the change to the value of objective function. However, there is no order between sub-paths. Exchanging position will not lead to the change to the value of objective function. Certainly, the count of chromosome gene must exceed nine in practical application. In this situation, one gene can be represented with the combination of two or Function definition of fitness by (4): (4) Where minU is the objective function defined by (1) . It is restricted by the requirement of accessories in every station and the maximum load of distribution vehicle. In this situation, the smaller the F value of the object is, the higher its fitness is.
Generation method of the initial group Generate a full permutation contained k service stations. Insert 0 at begin and the end of the permutation firstly, select m-1 count insert points and insert 0, which construct a initial chromosome.
The design of genetic operator
First, the paper constructs a directed close graph whose nodes are automobile service station, then get the shortest path by use of Dijkstra algorithm, at last apply GA to optimize this path, by which to get the shortest path in whole. Genetic operator is one of the key factors to determine the capability of GA. In the application of path layout , it can't reflect the special knowledge of the problem that need to be solved if using normal genetic operator , the evolution of algorithm belongs to self-searching states to great degree , which leads the efficiency is low . So it is necessary to design genetic operator especially on the problem of path layout.
Operator selection. According to the fitness function selected above and fitness size, it is selected
with roulette strategy. In order to avoid destruction from cross or mutation operation, the best saving policy is adopted. That is recording the best object of every generation, which is used to substitute the worst. That will not only improve the average fitness continuously, but also ensure to reduce the fitness of the best. Crossover operator. Adopt the sequence cross method proposed by Davis [5] . Improvement is made to cross algorithm for the diversity of species. If the two genes are equal to zero in the cross point of chromosome, make sequence cross operation directly. If not all of the genes in the cross point of chromosome are zero, move the cross point to right or left until the genes in two cross points are zero, and take sequence cross operation.
Mutation operator. Mutation operator is referred to replace some genes of the individual code by other genes ,a accessorial method to form a new individual , which is a absolutely necessary calculate process..Mutation itself is a local search. Reversal mutation method is proposed in this paper [6] Crossover rate and mutation rate. The crossover operator of genetic algorithm is based on crossover rate. Theory investigation and application practice shows that crossover rate and mutation rate are associated, and if the data are improper, not only the efficiency of this algorithms will be reduced, but also bringing can be divergence, which may lead to failed result. In the paper, function used to calculate the Self-adaptive crossover rate is defined in (5)， the function used to calculate the Self-adaptive mutation rate is defined in (6) [7] . formula (5)、(6) , P c t is rossing-over rate of the t generation, P t m is mutation rate of the t generation; P c..min , P c..max , Pc..max is the scope of rossing-over rate changes, P m..min , P m..max is the scope of mutation 
Conclusion
Arranging the vehicle path reasonably is the important ways to reduce the waste and enhance economic efficiency in logistics distribution system. However, due to the NP complete of the problem, it is very difficult to resolve accurately. It is a feasible direct to research heuristic algorithm. The vehicle path heuristic algorithm based on genetic algorithm is raised and implemented in this paper.
Experiments show that this algorithm is a feasible way to resolve the vehicle path question.
